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INSIDE

PANDEMIC IMPACT

This issue of h magazine examines the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Pittsburgh region and within the context of the national and global crisis. The stories reveal how individuals, families and businesses are coping in different areas such as health and economics, and how communities are trying to rally together to address immediate needs and prepare for a better future.

The Heinz Endowments was formed from the Howard Heinz Endowment, established in 1941, and the Vira I. Heinz Endowment, established in 1986. It is the product of a deep family commitment to community and the common good that began with H.J. Heinz, and that continues to this day.

The Endowments is based in Pittsburgh, where we use our region as a laboratory for the development of solutions to challenges that are national in scope. Although the majority of our giving is concentrated within southwestern Pennsylvania, we work whenever necessary, including statewide and nationally, to fulfill our mission.

That mission is to help our region become a just and equitable community in which all of its citizens thrive economically, ecologically, educationally, socially and culturally. We also seek to advance knowledge and practice in the field of philanthropy through strategies that focus on our priorities of Creativity, Learning and Sustainability.

In life, Howard Heinz and Vira I. Heinz set high expectations for their philanthropy. Today, the Endowments is committed to doing the same. Our charge is to be diligent, thoughtful and creative in continually working to set new standards of philanthropic excellence. Recognizing that none of our work would be possible without a sound financial base, we also are committed to preserving and enhancing the Endowments’ assets through prudent investment management.

h magazine is a publication of The Heinz Endowments. At the Endowments, we are committed to promoting learning in philanthropy and in the specific fields represented by our grantmaking programs. As an expression of that commitment, this publication is intended to share information about significant lessons and insights we are deriving from our work.
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About the cover The cover for this issue of h illustrates the unique isolation created by the “social-distancing” required to stay healthy during the coronavirus pandemic. The hazard cones surrounding each individual provide both a warning and a barrier. Illustration by Gary Waters.
2 OUR CURRENT REALITY
Sometimes photos can illuminate our experiences more quickly than words, and scenes from across the Pittsburgh region reveal the far-reaching impact of the pandemic on many aspects of our lives.

10 19 GOING ON 21
The evolution of the coronavirus pandemic in the U.S. from a China–West Coast headline to a life-altering plague across the country is worth reviewing as we enter the next stages of the crisis.

14 RIPPLE EFFECTS
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, we’re learning more about its lingering impact after any so-called recovery and beyond physical illness.

18 THE EDUCATION DIVIDE
School districts across the Pittsburgh region continue to grapple with how to teach students safely and effectively during a global pandemic.

22 HOME ROOM
Pittsburgh Public Schools teachers and families are navigating a new world of long-term virtual education because of the COVID-19 crisis, and how well students are learning is still to be determined.

27 CAMPUS HEALTH & SAFETY
Like colleges across the country, Pittsburgh universities have developed guidelines for students on how to both live and learn on campus safely during the pandemic.

28 UNLOCKING HOUSING HELP
As the economic crisis caused by the pandemic deepened, efforts expanded in the Pittsburgh region to assist local residents in avoiding evictions or foreclosures.

32 SIGNS OF THE TIMES
Businesses in Pittsburgh have been hit hard by government shutdowns to contain the COVID-19 crisis, but many are exploring creative avenues to keep their companies afloat.

36 THE “ESSENTIAL WORKER” CHALLENGE
Medical and service sector employees became known as “essential workers” during the pandemic, and while their jobs took on new value, their struggles were too often overlooked.

38 A TALE OF 2 PANDEMICS
Another result of the COVID-19 crisis has been a re-examination of racial economic and health disparities that have long existed but are now receiving renewed attention.

42 TOP 10
Lessons from the COVID-19 crisis are many and ongoing. Here’s a list of the most significant we’ve learned so far.

46 THROUGH HER LENS
Dr. Debra Bogen became the new director of the Allegheny County Health Department as the pandemic began, and looks back on the tumultuous early days and the challenges ahead.

50 HERE AND THERE